Several results on relations between (absolute) Nδrlund summability and (absolute) Riesz summability are known. Among them, Dikshit gives sufficient conditions for \N, q n \ <Ξ \N 9 p n \ when the sequence {p n } is nonincreasing. The purpose of this paper is to give sufficient conditions for \N, p n \ £ \N, q n \ or \N, q n \ ^ \N, p n \ when {p n } is monotone. The results obtained here are also absolute summability analogues of Ishiguro's theorems and Kuttner and Rhoades' theorems which state the inclusion relations between (N, p n ) and {N, p n ) summability.
and i£ denotes an absolute constant, not necessarily the same at each occurrence.
On inclusion relations between two summability, the following results are known. THEOREM A. [1] // the sequence {p n } is nonincreasing, Q n -+ + oo and QJq n+1 = O(P n+1 ), where q n > 0 and Q n = Y,l^q k Φ 0, then THEOREM B. [2] If {p n } is the nondecreasing sequence such that P n -+ oo and p n = o{P n ), then (JV, p n ) £ (JV, p n ). THEOREM C. [3] If {p n } is the nonincreasing sequence such that P n -+ oo, then (JV, p n ) s (JV, p n Kuttner and Rhoades' theorem [3, Theorem 2 ] is more precise than Theorem C, but we refer to it in the above form. THEOREM D. [3] If {p n } is the nonincreasing sequence such that p n ;> K > 0, then (JV, p n ) and (JV, p n ) are equivalent.
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorems. THEOREM 
This is an absolute summability analogue of Theorem D. Theorems 1-3 are proved in § §3-5, respectively.
The author takes this opportunity of expressing her heartfelt thanks to Professor H. Hirokawa for his kind encouragement and valuable suggestions in the preparation of this paper. 
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This is Lemma 2 in [1] . LEMMA 
// {p n } is the nondecreasing sequence such that {p n -n/Pn} is nonincreasing and p
This is due to McFadden (see [4, p. 178] 
Since {#"} is nondecreasing,
Thus, we have, by Lemma 3,
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